GET STEAMY THIS VALENTINES WITH JACUZZI
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Ensure your Valentines Day is steamy and relaxing with a showering or steam massage before, after - or
even as - your romantic date! A regular steam can help to cleanse and clear the pores, giving skin a more
radiant appearance - so start now to ensure you look and feel your best this Valentines. Get in the mood
and step inside the new Jacuzzi® Korresia, Morphosis Omega or Essteam hydromassage steam cabin.
New for 2009, the Jacuzzi Korresia Shower & Steam Cabin (http://www.jacuzzi.co.uk)
The Korresia shower and steam cabin, from the new 2009 Jacuzzi® Designer Range, is sleek contemporary
design at its best and a defining statement of the design direction and creativity evident throughout the
range. The Korresia has a look that epitomises the driving force and creative thread behind the range 'elements of desire'.
Korresia is a sleek, contemporary shower and steam cabin that will look at home in any modern bathroom
setting. Indulge yourself in the multiple showering options that include 8 hydromassage jets, overhead
raindrop and shoulder cascade. The steam version features electronic de-scaling, alarm and an
aromatherapy oil dispenser for pure relaxation and rejuvenation.
Price range: £4,200 to £6,500.
Jacuzzi Morphosis Omega
The ultimate hydromassage steam cabin designed by the Pininfarina Design House - the team behind some of
the Ferrari and Maserati models - the beautifully sculpted top of the range home spa with steam and
shower facilities is the perfect designer relaxation for any home.
This hydromassage steam cabin oozes style and sophistication. With four massage jets, steam bath with
temperature control and container for essential oils, this is the ultimate home spa. The state of the art
seat forms a sculptural line of teak that appears to drape itself within the enclosure to create a
dramatic design statement that allows you to sit down and relax whilst hot steam envelops you.
Price: £18,500 (in black or white, left or right handed)
Jacuzzi Essteam Collection
With the Essteam concept comes an inspired new choice of contemporary, high performance showering,
steaming and hydromassage options to caress, sooth or rejuvenate you.
The Essteam collection combines a minimalist look with maximum effect to create the ultimate in steam
showering. You'll feel great just being inside these enclosures - then turn on the steam or shower option
you desire to really make you feel fantastic. Start the day with an invigorating raindrop shower or wind
down later in a refreshing light mist, a deep penetrating hydromassage or simply sit back and enjoy the
revitalising effects of steam. The Essteam collection gives you so many options to refresh body and mind,
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the problem will be deciding which one to opt for.
Price range: £4,500 to £8,850
The new designer range catalogue is available to download now and features highly desirable products that
look superb and perform to the highest standard. With recently launched bathing and showering products,
the Jacuzzi® Designer Range encompasses a comprehensive collection of whirlpool baths, soaking baths,
steam cabins, shower enclosures, bathroom suites, brassware, furniture and accessories, and is sold
exclusively through specialist bathroom retailers throughout the UK. For further details telephone 01782
717175 or visit http://www.jacuzzi.co.uk
For further press information please contact: Grace Opong or Sally Fearfield at Starfish Communications
on 020 7 031 8148 or by email:
opong@starfishcommunications.com or fearfield@starfishcommunications.com
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